3Shape TRIOS

Better for them.
Better for you.

Better patient care
today and tomorrow.
Step into the world of digital dentistry with 3Shape TRIOS® and
discover a long list of opportunities. Opportunities that surpass a
faster, easier and more comfortable way to take impressions.
You’ll have the opportunity to engage and counsel your patients even
more. To expand your expertise with new treatment options, in more
cost-effective ways of taking care of your patients and business.
It comes with the peace-of-mind you experience with a proven
product that tens of thousands of dentists use successfully every day.
And, with the support of a company that started the digital dentistry
revolution over 20 years ago.
3Shape TRIOS. Better for them. Better for you.
Learn more at 3Shape.com
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Welcome to the world
of TRIOS digital dentistry.

Dental treatments
that reflect your standards.

Patient engagement
you can sense.

Precise digital impressions support treatment
outcomes your patients will be happy with. Outcomes
that live up to your high standards. Because you can
rely on every dental impression taken with a TRIOS®
intraoral scanner being as accurate as a conventional
impression – or even more so.1

Boost case acceptance by engaging – even more – with
your patients. Together, TRIOS 3D color scans and the
TRIOS engagement apps create a perfect opportunity
to show patients their unique dentition and help them
understand their treatment needs. They’ll notice the
difference. And, you’ll feel the engagement.

Learn more at 3Shape.com/treatments

Learn more at 3Shape.com/engagement
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1. Chandran et al. 2019: Journal of Clinical & Diagnostic Research
2. J oda T et al. 2016, Time efficiency, difficulty, and operator’s preference comparing digital and conventional implant impressions: a randomized controlled trial

An experience that
feels just right.

A digital practice you
can be proud of.

Your digital experience should make you smile. So
we’ve partnered with more than 20,000 labs and
solution providers to make it easy for you to find the
one you want. It’s fast, and easy.2 Plus, TRIOS intraoral
scanners fit perfectly in your hand and make scanning
a pleasure. Your patients will prefer it, too.1

We think you’ll find your patients are happier1 and
your practice is more successful with TRIOS intraoral
scanners. And we’ll make sure you have everything
you need to get started quickly. Plus, you decide which
treatments you want to start with. Then – if you want –
you can explore new indications at your own pace.

Learn more at 3Shape.com/experience

Learn more at 3Shape.com/practice
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3Shape TRIOS®

Perfected over 5 generations.
The world’s most recognized intraoral scanners1 bring you award-winning design, industry-leading
scanning experiences, and unparalleled clinic-to-lab workflows—powered by 3Shape Unite.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOS

TRIOS 5 Wireless.

TRIOS 4 Wireless.

TRIOS 3 Wired.

Intelligent. The ultimate TRIOS.

Advanced. Extra potential.

Proven. An industry winner

Next-level ergonomics.
Effortless scan technology.
Hygienic by design.

2-in-1 wireless technology.
Smart calibration counter.
Scan-ready in seconds.

Trusted technology.
Free coverage 1st year.
No-fee subscription option2.

TRIOS 5 is made to fit perfectly in
every hand. It sets a new standard in
infection control. And the ScanAssist
engine delivers precision scans
effortlessly. So you can concentrate
on the excellent care that makes
patients come back.

With TRIOS 4, you’ll be scan-ready
in seconds thanks to our nextgeneration SmartTip technology.
And you can enjoy unrestricted
wireless scanning – or just plug in.
You’ll make a great impression
every time!

Award winning TRIOS 3 provides
accurate, scan-and-send
impressions. With 3D scans in
realistic colors and three included
engagement apps, TRIOS 3 gives
you so many new ways to engage
with your patients.

Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOS5

Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOS4

Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOS3

TRIOS Share.

Pass the scanner, share the power.
TRIOS Share technology enables you to digitize your entire clinic with just one TRIOS wireless
intraoral scanner. Walk around with only one wireless TRIOS and use it on every PC in your practice
via your Wifi network.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/share
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1. Brand Recall, 3Shape Brand Survey, 2020 (n=1588) and 2021 (n=1849)
2. We offer a full service subscription package or basic non-subscription based support for all our scanners
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NEW! Introducing TRIOS 5.

Intraoral scanning that
simply makes sense.
TRIOS 5 sets a new standard in patient protection and infection control.
It’s hygienic by design. It features a closed autoclavable scan tip and mirror.
And an ultra-thin, snug and nearly invisible sleeve minimizes risk of crosscontamination.
Perfectly balanced, it’s made to fit comfortably in every hand. Including yours.
It’s also our smallest and lightest scanner to date. The ScanAssist engine delivers
precision scans effortlessly and efficiently. Every time. And sensory feedback
guides you as you go to make scanning smoother and faster.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOS5

Simply ergonomic.

Simply effortless.

30% smaller and 20% lighter than TRIOS 4. Our
smallest and lightest scanner to date. Made to fit
perfectly in your hand.

ScanAssist makes TRIOS 5 our easiest-to-use.
LED and haptic feedback guide you as you scan.
One battery charge will last you all day.
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Simply hygienic.

Simply TRIOS 5!

Re-designed autoclavable scan tips and body
sleeves significantly reduce risk of crosscontamination. Hygiene by design.

Intelligent scan technology designed for improved
hygiene, next-level ergonomics, and effortless
scanning. The ultimate TRIOS, scanning made simple.
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3Shape Unite.

Workflows that just flow.
Experience unparalleled clinic-to-lab workflows with 3Shape Unite. Unite brings world-leading dental
companies, solutions and labs together through the world’s most collaborative platform. Manage all
your cases with choice and ease – from TRIOS scan to treatment completion. You achieve the great
case results you strive for, and your patients get the treatment outcomes they deserve.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/unite

Workflows made easier than ever.
An intuitive interface, simplified lab order form with built-in chat,
accessible portfolio of patient imaging data and much more.

Thousands of Unite Store apps.
A vast selection of lab and partner apps for routine, in-demand and specialist
treatments, and PMS integrations in one place – the Unite Store.

Connect to world-leading partners.
This platform unites world-leading dental companies and labs
you know and trust, to make your digital dentistry easier.
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TRIOS MOVE+

It just got easier to engage.
Here’s the easy way to move 3D digital scans and the TRIOS engagement apps to where
your patients can see them best – in the chair! No more head craning. No more back
straining. TRIOS MOVE+ makes engaging more comfortable for you and for your patients.
Plus, it’s an elegant, ergonomic and comfortable addition to your clinic.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOSMOVE
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TRIOS Engagement Apps.

Visualize and communicate.
Our engagement apps make it easier than ever to communicate with your
patients and help them understand their treatment needs.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/engagement-apps

TRIOS Patient Monitoring.
Accurately measure changes in dentition over time
by scanning every patient at every appointment.

TRIOS Smile Design.
TRIOS Smile Design lets you digitally design a
patient’s potential new smile before their eyes.

TRIOS Treatment Simulator.
TRIOS Treatment Simulator simulates realistic corrections
on-screen based on a 3Shape TRIOS intraoral scan.
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TRIOS Studio Apps.

Bring it all in house.
Together with our selection of Studio Apps, 3Shape TRIOS gives you the
option of offering your patients fast, hassle-free, same-day treatment.
Learn more at 3Shape.com/studio-apps

TRIOS Implant Studio.
Plan, design and print custom surgical guides and
temporary screw-retained crowns in one workflow.

TRIOS Design Studio.
Design and produce a broad range of restorations,
including standard and screw-retained crowns.

TRIOS Splint Studio.
Design and produce splints, night guards and mouth
guards with a guided, fast and intuitive workflow.
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Training and support.

We’ve got you!
We’re here to make sure you have everything you need to get started easily with your TRIOS
scanner and then continue confidently on your digital journey. You’ll be able to learn at your own
pace and we’ll always be there when you need our help.

3Shape Academy.

3Shape Customer Care.

Learning the way you like it.

We’re here when you need us.

Learn at your own pace and schedule
for a great training experience. Your
choice of training programs ensures
a successful journey!
Learn more at 3Shape.com/academy
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Our expert teams around the world
are ready to answer your questions
and support you – so you always feel
secure in your investment.

Service agreements.

Choose your service level.
Get off to an easy start with your choice of service agreement. You have the flexibility to select the
one that works best for you. If you’re new to 3Shape, you can enjoy TRIOS Care premium benefits at
zero cost for 12 months. Want a basic, scan-ready service agreement? Choose TRIOS Only instead.

TRIOS Care.

TRIOS Only.

Recurring peace-of-mind service option.

Scan-and-send with no subscription fees.

This full-coverage package lets you
focus on providing great treatments and
reaching your full digital potential from
day one, with complete peace of mind!

With TRIOS Only, our basic, nofee option, you can join the digital
scanning revolution with zero ongoing
fees. It’s as easy as that!

Learn more at 3Shape.com/TRIOScare

TRIOS Care

TRIOS Only

TRIOS Software Updates
Access to 3Shape Community portal
Unlimited Support Coverage

Per case fee

5-Year Full Warranty Coverage
Accidental Drop Coverage
Express Replacement*
25% Discount on additional TRIOS Care subscriptions
Tailored Virtual TRIOS Onboarding Program
Free annual session with 3Shape Dental Expert
Monthly or
annual payments

Free

*48 hours replacement available in certain countries
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About 3Shape
3Shape was founded in 2000 by two people determined to unlock opportunities in 3D digital technology.
From two, we’ve grown to over 2,000 – and from our beginning in Denmark, we’re now present in over
100 countries around the world.
Our singular purpose remains the same – to advance and connect medical professionals and patients.
We drive progress in digital dentistry with groundbreaking, industry-recognized scanners for clinics and
labs. And connect dentists and technicians with software workflows that just flow. We advance and coach
professionals on every step of their digital journey – helping to truly elevate the customer experience.
Our impact is reflected in the results we achieve. Every second of every day, our award-winning products
restore the confidence of a patient. Decisively going beyond products, we bring ongoing training and
education that not only helps professionals stay relevant, it puts them ahead of the game.
We actively advance and connect dentists and lab technicians – the people who are the backbone
of the industry.
Advance. Connect. Together.
www.3shape.com

Contact your reseller regarding availability
of 3Shape products in your region.
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